
of indigenous origin. Consequently, it was in Australia's national interests (and the
interests of the free-world) to support the regional great power, Indonesia, in its brutal
but necessary repression of East Timorese independence. 83We are stiil to sec
precisely what the implications of this decision will be for Australian foreign policy.
Suffice to say that any future pmoblems ini relations with the Suharto regime (or any
similar successor) emanate from a choice made by an AU> government, two-dccades
before the 'melt-down' crisis, to reject a claim for democratic seif-determination in
favour of a three-centuries old model of (European) power politics reality.

In the current period of 'economic' crisis the Australian foreign policy establishment
continues to dling to the most corrupt government in Asia in a quite extraordinary
way. So exliraordinary that Deputy PM Fischer recently invoked Suharto as 'perhaps
the world's greatest figure in the latter half of the 2Oth Century"'. M4But this lcind, of
judgement is by no ineans the exclusive'preserve of the current Conservative
government. Former AU> leader Paul Keating was an enthusiastic supporter of the
Suharto regime and over the past decade or so Australia's 'open regionalism'
perspective has been charactenised by the desire to place aIl its "diplomatic and
strategic eggs into the Suharto basket". 85

Whatever else ail titis might mean in the longer term it surely suggests that a number
of crucial questions need addressing on Australia's seemingly unequivocal
relationship with a regime founded on brutal and increasingly fragile foundations.
And while onte might not endorse entirely thc view that Indonesia is "a time-bomb
slowly ticking away" above Australia's northerni coastline it is evident enough that
Suharto's regime is essentially unaccountable and repressive and detached from thc
everyday needs of thc great majority of Indonesians, particularly at a time of social
dislocation and crisis. 86

I this situation Australian policy-makers run Uic risk of becoming detached frai» thc
forces of change that are bccoming increasingly insistent ini Indonesia, as they reject


